
 
 
 
    
     

Mitsuteru Tanigawa 
announced as new Falken Tyre Europe CEO 

 
 
Mr Mitsuteru Tanigawa has been announced as the new CEO of Falken Tyre 
Europe. Tanigawa (61), replaces Mr Nishino who has moved to Turkey to head up 
Sumitomo Rubber Industries’ manufacturing facility. 
 
Tanigawa, joined Sumitomo Rubber Industries (SRI) in 1980 and has developed a 
significant knowledge of the rubber industry with particular expertise in tyres. Past 
experience includes being director of SRI’s Indonesian tyre manufacturing as well as 
leading the sales activities in China from 2005 to 2007, a period of transformation in 
China’s development.  
 
Since 2012, Tanigawa has worked for SRI’s Sports division that develops and 
manufactures sporting goods such as golf clubs and tennis racquets. He was mainly 
responsible for the golf brands XXIO and SRIXON, leading to a deep passion for the 
sport. In March 2017, four years after first becoming a board member of the division, 
Tanigawa was appointed managing executive officer. 
 
Starting on January 2018, Tanigawa will lead Falken’s expanding European 
operations from its headquarters outside Frankfurt. Alongside the growth in OE 
business for the Falken brand, Tanigawa will oversee the expansion of Falken’s 
distribution network, that has accelerated thanks to the acquisition of Micheldever 
Tyre Services in the UK in 2017.  
 
“It is a huge honour to lead this exciting part of the SRI business,” says Tanigawa. 
“Falken is still a young brand. Thanks to the efforts of the dynamic team in Europe, it 
has become an established and trusted brand for consumers and the automobile 
industry. I am looking forward to sharing my experiences with my colleagues in 
Europe and continuing to expand Falken’s presence in the region.”  
 

       Offenbach am Main, January 2018 



 
 
Download picture here: https://we.tl/b0aBj6TWCo  
 
 
About Falken 
The Falken Tyre Europe GmbH is the European affiliate of the Japanese tyre 
manufacturer Sumitomo Rubber Industries Ltd., with about 33,000 employees, it is 
the sixth largest tyre manufacturer worldwide. From its location in Offenbach/Main, 
the company markets and sells a complete tyre portfolio for passenger cars, light 
trucks, trucks, pick-ups and SUVs as original equipment and for the entire European 
retrofitting market. All Falken products comply with the ISO 9001, ISO/TS 16949 and 
ISO14001. Developed and tested in the world’s most demanding racing series, the 
Falken tyres provide the maximum of individual driving enjoyment. The Falken brand 
is involved in exciting and high technology platforms such as Motorsports with a 
Porsche 911 GT3 R and BWM M6 GT3, Red Bull Air Race, and AUDI Sportpark 
based Bundesliga club FC Ingolstadt 04. 
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